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ON THE HOMOTOPY CLASSES OF SELF-MAPPINGS
OF BORDERED RIEMANN SURFACES
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1. Let W he a Riemann surface which can be represented as the

interior of a bordered surface Wo with border B. Let F: W-+W he a

mapping which has continuous boundary values in B. Then F can be

extended by symmetry to a self-mapping F* of the doubled surface

W*. Let the given mapping F be homotopic to the identity map of

W onto itself. It is natural to ask whether F* is homotopic to the

identity also. In this note we give an affirmative answer for a large

number of cases.

2. To be specific we assume that the universal covering surface of

W is the disk U={z:\z\<l}. W is of the form W= U/G where G
is a Fuchsian group of linear transformations on U. G is a group of

the second kind; that is, the region of discontinuity fl of G contains

points on the circumference ô U of U. W is thus the interior of the

bordered surface W0 whose border B corresponds to £ir\dU. The

double of Wo is the surface W* = Q/G. We assume that G has at least

three limit points, so that the universal covering surface of W* and

fl is the disk.

It is well known [l, pp. 98-99] that every mapping F: W-^>W is in-

duced by a mapping /: U—>U. That is, F<p = (j>f where <b: U^>W is

the natural projection. Moreover, F is homotopic to the identity

mapping of W onto W if and only if/ can be so chosen that Af=fA

lor all A in G.
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Theorem 1. Let F: W^>W be homotopic to the identity and letf: U—> U

induce F and satisfy Af=fA for all A in G. The following are equivalent:

1. F has a continuous symmetric extension F* to W* which is homo-

topic to the identity under a homotopy which maps B into itself at each

stage.

2. f is continuous on ÇlC\d U and maps each arc of ÇlC\d U into itself.

Proof. It is clear that 1 implies 2. Indeed, restricting each mapping

in the given homotopy to W we obtain a family of mappings

Ft: W-^W* such that F0 is the identity and FX=F. Ft is induced by

/»: U—>ß. Theft can be chosen so that/( is continuous in z and t, and

Aft=ftA for all A in G [l, pp. 99-100]. With this choice of/,,/,, is the
identity and /i =/. Since F¡ is continuous on B and maps B into it-

self, /( is continuous on ßP\d U and maps each arc a of ßHd U into

ilCsdU. Since/o is the identity, /o(a) =a. Therefore /t(a)C« for all t,

in particular for / = 1 as required.

Conversely let / satisfying condition 2 be given. We extend / to all

of ß by defining /(1/z) = l//(z) for z in U. By condition 2, / is con-

tinuous on ß. Moreover / induces the self-mapping F* of W*. We

shall show that F* is homotopic to the identity by defining mappings

/(: ß—>ß which induce the homotopy.

Following a suggestion of Professor Ahlfors we introduce the hyper-

bolic metric on ß. (This is possible because the universal covering

surface of ß is U.) Since this metric has negative curvature, for any

z in ß there is a unique geodesic joining z to/(z). For z in U (ext 27)

this geodesic lies wholly in U (ext U), and for z in dU the required

geodesic is the arc joining z to/(z) in ílí\d U. We define/¡(z) to be that

point on the geodesic from z to f(z) whose distances from z and f(z)

stand in the proportion /: 1 — t. Obviously/« is continuous in z and t,

/o is the identity, and /i=/. Moreover, ft maps each arc of Q,C\dU

into itself.

We must show that/¡ induces a mapping Ft: W*—>IF*. It suffices

to show that/^4 —Aft for all A in G. But/¡(^4(z)) is a point on the

geodesic from A (z) tof(A (z)) =A(f(z)), and this geodesic is the image

under the isometry A of the geodesic from z to/(z). Q.E.D.

3. From Theorem 1 we can obtain several conditions which imply

that the extended mapping F* is homotopic to the identity. For in-

stance, suppose / is continuous at each point of 3 27. Then it follows

from the equation Af=fA for A in G that/ leaves each limit point

of G fixed. In particular, if a is an arc of Qi~\d 27, each endpoint of a

is left fixed, so that/ satisfies condition 2.
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Among the mappings/: U—+U which have continuous extensions

todU are the quasiconformal mappings of U onto itself. This proves

Theorem 2. Let F: W-^W be a quasiconformal homeomorphism

which is homotopic to the identity. F has a continuous symmetric exten-

sion F* to the double of W. F* is homotopic to the identity under a

homotopy leaving each border contour of W fixed.

For another example let the border contours of W0 he compact and

let F map each contour of B into itself. It follows that/ is continuous

on d £/P\Q and that / maps an arc a of d VT\il into some equivalent

arc T(a), T in G. We claim that T(a) =a. It suffices to find one com-

mon endpoint. Since a lies over a compact contour of B, there is a

hyperbolic transformation A in G with A(a)=a. Consider a fixed z

in a, f(z) in T(a). As «—* x>, Anf(z) approaches a fixpoint f of A. But

Anf(z)=f(A"(z))ET(a), so f is an endpoint of T(a). Since Anz—>f,

f is an endpoint of a as claimed.

Theorem 3. Let Wo = W\JB be a bordered Riemann surface with

interior W and border B consisting of compact contours. Let F: W-+W

have a continuous extension mapping each contour of B into itself. Let

F* be the symmetric extension of F to the double. Let F be homotopic to

the identity. Then F* is homotopic to the identity under a homotopy leav-

ing each contour of B fixed.
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